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Summary
Vaccines have helped considerably in eliminating some lifethreatening infectious diseases in past two hundred years.
Recently, human medicine has focused on vaccination against
some of the world’s most common infectious diseases (AIDS,
malaria, tuberculosis, etc.), and vaccination is also gaining
popularity in the treatment of cancer or autoimmune diseases.
The major limitation of current vaccines lies in their poor ability
to generate a sufficient level of protective antibodies and T cell
responses against diseases such as HIV, malaria, tuberculosis
and cancers. Among the promising vaccination systems that
could improve the potency of weakly immunogenic vaccines
belong macromolecular carriers (water soluble polymers, polymer
particels, micelles, gels etc.) conjugated with antigens and
immunistumulatory molecules. The size, architecture, and the
composition of the high molecular-weight carrier can significantly
improve the vaccine efficiency. This review includes the most
recently developed (bio)polymer-based vaccines reported in the
literature.
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Introduction
The development of vaccination dates as far

back as to 1,000 AD when the Chinese protected
themselves from smallpox. They observed that a person
who had survived smallpox was immune for his or her
whole life (Silvers et al. 2001). They transplanted pus or
scabs from the infected person into a skin wound or the
nostrils of a healthy person. Indians also protected
themselves from snake poisoning by ingesting small
amounts of the snake venom in advance. Vaccination has
progressed much further now. At present, not only are
there vaccines against infectious diseases elicited by
pathogenic microorganisms but also there are new types
of vaccines available, including allergy vaccines and
cancer vaccines. The major component of all vaccines is
an antigen, a molecule capable of inducing an immune
response. In general, an antigen can be derived from any
harmful substance recognizable by T cell and B cell
receptors, leading to an antigen-specific T cell and
antibody response. The examples of antigens are various
peptides, polysaccharides or lipids that bind to antigenspecific receptors of immune cells. These molecules can
be either (part of) an exogenous pathogenic
microorganism (e.g. virus, bacterium, or yeast) or part of
the host itself (e.g. molecules resulting from
inflammation or from cancer cells). Current vaccines are
comprised of two major types, whole organism vaccines
and subunit vaccines. The whole viruses or bacteria are
usually attenuated or inactivated but manufacturing cost,
antigenic competition, and potential safety concerns have
limited their use. For the safety reason, subunit vaccines
containing
only
the
immunogenic
parts
of
microorganisms, or possibly fragments of their DNA that
are not able to replicate in host, are mostly used. Other
than an antigen, vaccines commonly also includes an
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adjuvant and additional substances, such as preservatives
(e.g. formaldehyde or thimerosal), antibiotics to prevent
germ growth during the vaccine production or in the final
product, or stabilizers (e.g. MgSO4 and lactose-sorbitol)
for live attenuated vaccines (http://www.cdc.gov/
vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/index.html). The adjuvant is
an auxiliary component added to a vaccine that enhances
or modifies the adaptive immune response to an antigen.
This description fits both immunostimulatory molecules
(e.g. pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs))
and delivery systems (e.g. polymer carriers of
immunostimulants or antigens) (Brito et al. 2014).
Despite the considerable progress that has been
made in the development of vaccines in the past decades,
there is still ample scope for the preparation of safer and,
above all, more efficient vaccines. The most pronounced
limiting factors of some currently used vaccines, making
impossible to use them for prophylaxis of some serious
population diseases such as HIV, malaria or cancers, are
their insufficient ability to generate protective antibody
and T cell responses, adverse events (fever, vomiting,
febrile seizures, etc.) caused by hypersensitivity of an
organism to some of the key components in the vaccine
(Movahedi et al. 2015), or the necessity of multiple doses
(Baxendale et al. 2011) caused by the relatively low and
short-term effects of some vaccines. Taken together,
these observations reveal a clear need for the
development of delivery systems that are able to reliably
overcome these obstacles. One of the most promising
approaches appears to be the use of a macromolecular
carrier as a platform for the delivery of an antigen and an
adjuvant. The key role of the macromolecular delivery
systems is to improve the potency of weakly
immunogenic subunit vaccines, prolong the antigen
presentation and last but not least to reduce the toxicity of
small-molecular-weight immunostimulants which could
be also co-delivered on the same carrier together with an
antigen. There are many distinct polymer-based vaccines
described in the literature varying in macromolecular
carrier composition (e.g. polymers based on poly(L-lactic
acid) (Baxendale et al. 2011), poly(acrylate)s (Liu et al.
2015b), or chitosan (Prego et al. 2010)) and architecture
(e.g. polymer micelles (Brubaker et al. 2016), polymer
particles (Rajapaksa et al. 2010), or dendrimers (Sheng et
al. 2008)), as well as in the method of incorporation of an
antigen and an adjuvant with the polymer carrier (e.g.
covalent attachment (Lynn et al. 2015) or encapsulation
(Singh et al. 2015)). Figure 1 schematically represents
types of currently used vaccines.

This review focuses on recent trends and
novelties in polymer-based and natural macromoleculebased vaccines. We searched for interesting examples in
the literature that have been published since 2010.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of vaccine types. (A) linear
hydrophilic polymer carrier, (B) (nano)particle, (C) liposome, (D)
polymer micelle.

Vaccination
The key principle of the vaccine is the induction
of a specific adaptive antibody and T cell immune
response towards the inserted antigen (Fig. 2) and, thus,
the activation of immunologic memory in case that the
antigen is encountered in the future to eliminate the risk
of an infection or a disease (Zepp 2010).
The father of vaccination, Dr. Edward Jenner,
discovered the protective effect of cowpox against
smallpox in 1789. He was followed by Louis Pasteur,
who performed many experiments on animals and
successfully vaccinated people against rabies, which was
often a cause of death after a bite from a wild animal, and
anthrax (Silvers et al. 2001). Since then, vaccination has
prevented many deaths every year and, some diseases
have been (almost) eradicated because of vaccination
(e.g. smallpox, diphtheria, polio, and rubella) (Roush et
al. 2007).
The first vaccines contained only live
microorganisms isolated from infected animals. Although
this type of vaccine appeared to be very potent from the
vantage point of that time, safety concerns have led to the
gradual abandonment of their production. Later
generations of vaccines contained live attenuated
microorganisms that were mutated in the laboratory so
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Fig. 2. Basic scheme of adaptive
immunity induction. An antigen is taken
up and processed by dendritic cell
(antigen presenting cell) followed by
presentation of antigen fragments on the
cellular surface to T-cells via MHC II or
MHC I molecules. Naïve CD4+ T-cell
recognizes MHC II/anti-gen protein
complex, maturates and binds to B-cell
creating plasma cell that releases
epitope-specific antibodies. Naïve CD8+
T-cells are activated by binding to the
MHC I/antigen protein complex presented
on the APCs and maturate to become
activated cytotoxic T-cells specifically
recognizing the antigen epitopes. Both
mechanisms are important for formation
of adaptive immunity.

that they lost their virulent properties. The troublesome
disadvantage of live attenuated vaccines is that the
microorganisms can mutate or transform to a virulent
form and cause illness or adverse effects. On the other
hand, live attenuated vaccines elicit strong cellular and
antibody responses, so that one or two doses of the
vaccine are sufficient for lifelong protection. Examples of
live attenuated vaccines available on the market are the
vaccines against yellow fever, measles, and rubella.
To prevent the adverse effects caused by live
pathogens, killed vaccines have been prepared. Killed
vaccines contain microorganisms inactivated by
antibiotics, heat, chemicals, or radiation. They are safer
and more stable than live attenuated vaccines. Killed
vaccines approved by FDA include ones against
hepatitis A, poliovirus, and rabies (http://www.fda.gov/
BiologicsBloodVaccines/Vaccines/ApprovedProducts/uc
m093830.htm).
Some infectious diseases are not directly caused
by bacteria but rather by their toxins, which are isolated
from the microorganisms and are used as part of some
vaccines (e.g. diphtheria vaccine or tetanus toxoid
vaccine).
Another type of vaccine, the so called subunit
vaccines, contains only fragments of a pathogen, such as
surface proteins, glycoproteins or short peptide sequences
that are responsible for eliciting of immune response.
Because subunit vaccines do not contain other parts of
a pathogen, the occurrence of adverse effects to the
vaccine is significantly lower that for live attenuated
vaccines. Subunit vaccines might contain up to 20 or
more different antigens from a single bacterium because
in the case of some microorganisms, it is challenging to

identify the epitopes that most stimulates the production
of antibodies and T cell responses. Examples include the
subunit vaccine Recombivax HB against hepatitis B virus
(https://www.merckvaccines.com/Products/Recombivax
HB/Pages/home) or the human papilloma virus.
The next generation of subunit vaccines is the
DNA or RNA vaccine (Kutzler et al. 2008). Such
vaccines uses the recombinant technology to insert the
specific DNA or RNA sequence (Kallen et al. 2013),
encoding antigen protein derived from certain structural
motifs of microbes, to the DNA vector. Once the vector is
delivered and transfected into the nucleus of immune
cells, the cells start producing the specific amino acid
sequence (antigen) that is subsequently displayed on their
surface where it forms specific complex structures with
the MHC proteins. Such antigen-decorated cells are then
recognized by the antigen-specific components of
adaptive immune system. The advantage of DNA
vaccines is mainly their inability to cause infection, their
relatively high reproducibility, and their long-term
stability. The DNA sequence of the plasmid can be easily
modulated and combined with various adjuvants (alum,
polysaccharide, liposomes) or polymer carriers, e.g.
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (Saade et al. 2012), or viral
based vectors (Anderson et al. 2007). On the other hand,
the use of the DNA vaccines is limited by their low
immunogenicity, which is due to the relatively low
transfection efficiency of the plasmid, and the use of only
protein antigens. The big challenge for improving the
immunogenicity of such vaccines is to find new delivery
system that will achieve reliable and safe transport of the
plasmid to the target cells, cause effective penetration of
the plasmid through the cell membrane and ensure the
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release of the plasmid in cell cytoplasm. Adenoviral and
retroviral vectors, synthetic polycations or cationic
liposomes are among the most studied delivery systems
that have great promise for the future (Maubant et al.
2011). The FDA has not approved any DNA vaccines so
far, but a DNA vaccine against the Japanese encephalitis
virus is in the third phase of clinical trials (Appaiahgari et
al. 2010).
Currently, the FDA has approved approximately
50
vaccines
for
various
applications
(http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/Vaccines/
ApprovedProducts/ucm093830.htm). Apart from the
vaccines against infectious diseases that prevent the
patient from infection upon a repeat encounter with
a pathogen (prophylactic vaccines), therapeutic vaccines
are also being developed. Therapeutic vaccines help to
treat ongoing cancer or allergy by supporting the immune
system and are tailor-made for each patient. Therapeutic
cancer vaccines contain autologous whole cancer cells or
antigens derived from the cancer cells. The FDA has
approved the vaccine PROVENGE® for treatment of
asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic metastatic
castration
resistant
prostate
cancer
(http://www.fda.gov/biologicsbloodvaccines/cellulargene
therapyproducts/approvedproducts/ucm210215.htm); this
vaccine is based on the autologous mononuclear cells
(including APCs) activated by the prostatic acid
phosphatase (PAP) antigen that is expressed in prostate
cancer cells. PAP was linked to an adjuvant, granulocytemacrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF),
creating the recombinant protein PAP-GM-CSF and was
incubated with a patient´s APCs, which processed the
antigen and expressed the antigen fragments on the
surface. Whole cancer cells express different antigens,
which naturally occur in the body, so the immune system
is partially tolerant towards them, and the
immunogenicity of such vaccines can be poor; there is
additionally a risk of developing autoimmunity. Another
approach is based on the use of a single antigen from
cancer cells. There are many known antigens present on
cancer cells, for example, CD19 and BCR-ABL on acute
lymphocytic leukemia cells or CD30 on Hodgkin’s
lymphoma cells (Wurz et al. 2016). This approach
includes various vaccines, for example, anti-idiotype
vaccines, anti-carbohydrate-antigen vaccines, or different
peptide-based vaccines (Mittendorf et al. 2008).
Currently available allergy vaccines are used for
the treatment of common allergies, such as hay fever,
asthma, house dust mite allergy, or insect sting allergy.

The vaccination involves gradually increasing doses of
purified allergens, which should desensitize the patient
(http://www.alkabello.com/products/Pages/SectionFront.
aspx). Allergen immunotherapy is long-lasting process
(up to five years) because many doses are needed. The
vaccine is generally administered subcutaneously;
however, research now focuses on preparation of oral
vaccines (Ai et al. 2015) or allergen carriers
(alginate/chitosan microparticles (Suksamran et al. 2011)
or hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose (Wood et al. 2015),
which prolong the effect of the allergen in the body so
that the number of doses can be reduced. The efficacy of
the vaccines (and the duration of the immunization) can
also be improved by chemically altering the allergen,
usually by sparse crosslinking of the proteins in the
allergen extracts using bifunctional crosslinkers, such as
glutaraldehyde or formaldehyde, creating an „allergoid“
that contains the linear epitopes recognized by APC
surface receptors but has less reaginic (allergy causing)
epitopes or by the addition of adjuvants, such as Toll-like
receptor agonists (Casale et al. 2014).
Although modern subunit vaccines represent
safe and relatively efficient immunological tools in the
prophylaxis and treatment of numerous infectious
diseases, there is still ample scope for the improvement of
vaccine immunogenicity and durability. For that reason,
auxiliary immunostimulatory compounds, so-called
adjuvants, are currently commonly used as an integral
part of a vaccine.

Adjuvants
Adjuvants in vaccines are needed mainly
because they enhance the immune response directed
against the antigen. Moreover, adjuvants may stabilize
the antigens (Zhu et al. 2013) or prolong the circulation
of the antigen in the blood (Saini et al. 2013). There are
several mechanisms through which the adjuvants activate
the immune system: (1) they interact with the pathogenrecognition receptors on APCs and thus cause the release
of inflammatory cytokines at the injection site, which
recruit various immune cells; (2) they stimulate the
maturation of APCs and their migration to lymph nodes;
(3) macromolecular and hydrophobic adjuvants create
a “depot” in the injection site and thus prolong antigen
presentation; (4) some adjuvants may cause tissue
destruction – the danger signals of stressed or infective
cells activate the APCs; and (5) adjuvants increase the
antigen uptake (Awate et al. 2013, Schijns 2000). The
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first generation of adjuvants comprises aluminum salts as
well as emulsions, liposomes, and micro- or
nanoparticles, which can simultaneously serve as antigen
delivery systems. The second generation of adjuvants
combines the mentioned antigen delivery systems with
immune potentiators (Toll-like receptor agonists) (Brito
et al. 2014).
The adjuvants currently approved by U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) are aluminum salts, such
as aluminum hydroxide, aluminum phosphate, and alum
(potassium aluminum sulfate), which are used, for
example, in the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine and the
hepatitis B vaccine. AS03 adjuvant, consisting mainly of
D,L-alpha-tocopherol (vitamin E) and squalene (oil-inwater emulsion) is also FDA-approved for the prevention
of H5N1 influenza, as is AS04, a combination of
aluminum hydroxide and monophosphoryl lipid A, as
part of a cervical cancer vaccine (Cervarix)
(http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/SafetyAvai
lability/VaccineSafety/ucm187810.htm). In Europe, the
squalene-based adjuvant MF59 (Podda et al. 2003),
developed by Novartis, is aslo approved. When designing
a new vaccine, it is important to find a mutually
compatible combination of an antigen and an adjuvant
that invokes the optimal immune response (Pasquale et
al. 2015). Other than these adjuvants, many others exist
in the literature that have not yet been approved but that
have great potential to become an important component
of commercially available vaccines in the near feature.
These are, for example, bacteria-derived adjuvants,
including lipids and lipopolysaccharides (Shanmugam et
al. 2012), cytokines that are used in DNA vaccines for
animals (Turell et al. 2003, Yen et al. 2007), natural
substances, such as saponin, or statistical copolymers of
lactide and glycolide (Jaganathan et al. 2006, Saini et al.
2013), whose advantage is that they can be
simultaneously used as particle-based antigen carriers
serving as a depot. Interesting adjuvants from the
perspective of macromolecular vaccines are Toll-like
receptor (TLR) agonists. Toll-like receptors are localized
on the membranes or endosomal compartments of
dendritic cells, macrophages, and natural killer cells and
comprise about thirteen structurally different classes.
Individual TLRs recognize various structural motifs
present on pathogens (or their low-molecular-weight
analogues), such as lipopeptides, hyaluronic acid
fragments, single-stranded RNA, and imidazoquinoline.
Some of the molecules that bind to the TLR (so called
TLR agonists or TLR ligands) can be chemically
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modified and covalently attached to the antigen or to the
polymer carrier without losing their immunostimulatory
abilities. This is documented, for example, for a TLR-2
agonist linked to a chitosan-based nanocarrier (Heuking
et al. 2009), a TLR-7 agonist attached to poly(HPMA)
(Lynn et al. 2015), and a TLR-4 agonist linked to
a polyethylenimine-based carrier (Li et al. 2016). One of
the TLR agonists, specifically the TLR-7/8a, Imiquimod,
is FDA-approved for the treatment of several skin
diseases, such as genital warts and actinic keratoses
(http://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/SafetyInformatio
n/ucm232204.htm).
However, some effective adjuvants that show
satisfactory results in animals are not convenient for use
in humans because of their relatively high toxicity (e.g.
Freund´s complete adjuvant). Ligi et al. (2015) claim that
aluminum salts accumulate in monocyte cells and can
cause autoimmune diseases. They showed that the
treatment of human monocytes with an aluminum-based
adjuvant resulted in the release of inflammatory factors
and proteolytic enzymes into the extracellular
microenvironment, which have been shown to be
involved in some human diseases (Ligi et al. 2015). It is
obvious that new generation of adjuvants should be at
least as potent as the TLR agonists, but they should
exhibit significantly lower systemic toxicity and should
be conjugable to a delivery platform.

Synthetic polymer vaccines
The call for safer and more efficient vaccines
with long-term effects has led scientists to the idea to of
combining peptide- or (glyco)protein-based antigens (and
adjuvants) with biocompatible polymer carriers that are
successfully used for drug or gene delivery. A major
advantage for the preparation of such polymer vaccines
was that the increased size and molecular weight of the
resulting vaccine to physically restrict antigen and
adjuvant biodistribution would prevent its systemic
toxicity and also prolong local immune activation at the
injection site, as long-term release results in more robust
immune responses. In addition, attachment of an antigen
and an adjuvant to a multivalent polymer carrier increases
the avidity between the vaccine and appropriate receptors
on immune cells, as the resulting polymer vaccine
structure better mimics the repeating active site motifs on
natural pathogens. The co-delivery of an antigen and
adjuvant also possesses other benefits (Blander et al.
2006, Nair-Gupta et al. 2014). Last but not least,
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incorporation of usually hydrophobic adjuvants to the
structure of the water soluble polymers improves their
solubility, which enables the use of higher doses of
adjuvants.
In most commercial vaccines, the antigens and
adjuvants are administered as an aqueous solution of

single components. In polymer vaccines, both antigens
and adjuvants are either covalently attached to
a biocompatible polymer carrier or encapsulated in
polymer particles. Below, the most widely used synthetic
polymer carriers for vaccine delivery are described
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Synthetic or natural macromolecular carriers described in this review.

One of the most widely studied biodegradable
synthetic polymers for vaccine delivery is poly(lactic
acid) (PLA) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA).
Baxendale et al. used an interesting approach to prepare
poly(D,L-lactic acid) (10,000-18,000 g/mol) microparticles mixed with the tetanus toxoid (TT), creating
a single-shot vaccine. This process, called NanoMix™, is
solvent-free and uses CO2 in supercritical state, which

dissolves in the polymer and lowers its glass transition
temperature (the transition between brittle glass and
a rubber-like state), causing the polymer to liquefy. The
dry powdered TT was mixed with the liquefied polymer
at ambient temperature, and the mixture was pressed
through a nozzle to create irregular and porous
microparticles with a mean diameter of 22.8 µm. The
TT content, determined by acetonitrile extraction, was
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6.3 µg/mg microparticles with a loading efficiency of
78 % (Baxendale et al. 2011). The in vitro release study
(0.01 % Tween 20, 0.01 % sodium azide in PBS) showed
that most of the TT was probably physically adsorbed to
the surface of the polymer because most of the TT (75 %)
was released in the first day. Afterwards, the TT release
was almost constant. However, it is preferable to create
an antigen delivery system serving as a depot from which
the antigen is released gradually. Nevertheless, the singleshot vaccine was found to be as effective as three doses
of a commercial tetanus vaccine containing TT adsorbed
to an aluminum adjuvant (5 months after the
administration). Interestingly, adding alum to the
TT-microparticles did not increase the production of IgG
antibodies in vivo, as was shown in previous publications
(Singh et al. 1998).
Rajapaksa et al. (2010) prepared submicronsized PLGA (50,000-75,000 g/mol) particles as a carrier
for the recombinant protein influenza hemagglutinin and
targeting peptide Clostridium perfringens enterotoxin
(CPE) as the model for an oral/intranasal vaccine against
influenza A. The therapy focused on targeting the M cells
present in the mucosal epithelium of the gastrointestinal
tract, the main function of which is the endocytosis of
antigens that are transported to intraepithelial
macrophages and lymphocytes, which then migrate to
lymph nodes. PLGA particles of approximately 450 nm
and with protein loading of 2 wt% were prepared via
a solvent evaporation/double emulsion method. CPE
substantially facilitated uptake by the M cells (in nasalassociated lymphoid tissue and Peyer´s patches). The
study showed that toxin release gradually increased
(14 % in six weeks) (Rajapaksa et al. 2010).
Oral vaccines have to be designed to protect the
protein antigen from the acidic pH of the stomach
because its target destination is the mucosal epithelium in
the small intestine. Usually, the antigen is encapsulated in
a polymer matrix or in particles using the double
emulsion method (Singh et al. 2015). For the preparation
of a vaccine against swine dysentery containing
a membrane protein of the pathogenic intestinal
spirochete Brachyspira hyodysenteriae, commercially
available Eudragit L 100 was used. Eudragit L 100 is an
anionic copolymer based on methacrylic acid and methyl
methacrylate with molecular weight of approximately
125,000 g/mol. The Eudragit forms particles that are
insoluble under acidic conditions and that dissolve at
a pH above 6, so they release the loaded antigen in the
intestine. To improve its mucoadhesive properties, the
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authors thiolated Eudragit with L-cysteine hydrochloride.
Microparticles with diameters ranging from 1-10 μm
were loaded up to 18 wt% with the antigen. It was shown
that the thiolation of the Eudragit elicited higher
production of mucosal IgA and serum IgG antibodies and
facilitated effective uptake of microparticles by Peyer´s
patches through the intestinal mucosa. The vaccine
induced CD4+ T cell immune responses and also elicited
strong CD8+ T cell responses.
Another biocompatible polymer that is
potentially
suitable
for
vaccine
delivery
is
poly(oxazoline). Farkaš and co-workers synthesized
a linear poly(oxazoline)-based copolymer with a molecular weight 21,100 g/mol. The copolymer comprised
20 mol% of comonomer units with primary amino
groups, which were consequently reacted with the
carboxylic group of an immunogenic protein, bovine
serum albumin (BSA). The coupling reagent 4-(4,6dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-4-methylmorpholinium
chloride was used to activate the carboxylic groups of the
protein. The BSA content in the copolymer was up to
60 %. The next step was the attachment of an antigen,
detoxified lipopolysaccharide (5 % acetic acid, 105 °C)
from Vibrio cholerae O135, to the remaining free amino
groups. The keto group of the antigen reacted with the
free amino groups of the polymer carrier by reductive
amination catalyzed by Na(BH3)CN. The only preliminary immunological test in vivo showed significantly
increased IgG levels in comparison with a BSA-antigen
conjugate after three immunizations (Farkas et al. 2010).
This demonstrated that the vaccine could induce humoral
immunity; however, a study to prove that the vaccine can
induce a cellular immune response should be performed.
An anticancer vaccine based on poly(acrylate)
was prepared by Liu et al. (2015a, b). The polymer
carriers were synthesized via atom-transfer radical
polyme-rization. Four poly(t-butyl acrylate) polymers,
two linear (MW~5,000 g/mol) and two star-shaped
(MW~10,000 g/mol), differing in the number of end
alkyne groups (1, 2, 4, and 8), were coupled with an azide
functionalized antigen via a Cu-catalyzed azide-alkyne
click reaction. As an antigen, a peptide epitope 8Qmin
(consisting of 14 amino acids) derived from human
papillomavirus type 16 oncoprotein was chosen because
it contains CD8+ and CD4+ epitopes, which are widely
expressed on T-helper cells and cytotoxic T cells. The
activation of CD8+ and CD4+ cells was previously
correlated with a reduction of a tumor growth. The yield
of the conjugation reaction of the antigen to the polymer
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carrier was 76-98 %. The conjugates self-assembled in
PBS to form 12-17 µm (depending on the polymer
structure) particles with a narrow size distribution. It was
demonstrated that the covalent conjugate of the polymer
and the antigen induced a higher immune response than
the antigen emulsified in adjuvant (mineral oil Montanide
ISA51) The polymer vaccine also activated CD8+ and
CD4+ cells and contributed to stopping the tumor growth
(Liu et al. 2015a, b).
A polyethylenimine-based (PEI) vaccine for
intranasal applications, proposed by Li et al. (2016), was
synthesized by a partial crosslinking of low-molecularweight linear PEI (MW=2,000 g/mol) with diethylene
glycol activated using nitrophenyl chloroformate. The
molecular weight of the resulting polymer carrier was
30,000 g/mol. Some of the unreacted amino groups in the
PEI chain were used for the covalent attachment of
adjuvant: the toll-like receptor 4 agonist (TLR-4a)
heptapeptide RS09 (Shanmugam et al. 2012). The
adjuvant was linked to the polymer carrier through the Nsuccinimidyl-3-(2-pyridyldithio)propionate spacer. Afterwards, the PEI-RS09 conjugate was mixed with antigen,
the recombinant adenovirus serotype-5 encoding HIV gag
protein, to form an electrostatic complex of
approximately 190 nm in diameter. It was documented
that the uptake of the conjugate by dendritic cells was
almost two times higher in the presence of RS09 adjuvant
than without RS09, while the T-cell response and
production of cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-4) were not
significantly influenced by the presence of RS09 on the
polymer. It was also shown that the PEI-HIV gag
conjugate triggered the secretion of IgA in nasal and
vaginal wash; the level of secretion was comparable to
that of the naked adenovirus and the adenovirus coated
with the PEI but was augmented two-fold in the presence
of RS09. However, RSO9 showed no effect on improving
the secretion of specific humoral IgG antibodies.
A biocompatible polymer based on N-(2hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA), commonly
used as a drug carrier (Kopecek et al. 1985), was
covalently linked with a TLR-7/8a adjuvant based on
imidazoqunoline, and the immunogenicity and physicochemical properties were tested (Lynn et al. 2015).
Various polymer-adjuvant conjugates differing in
hydrophobicity (alkane vs. PEG side chains) and the
density of TLR-7/8a (1-10 mol%) arrayed along the
poly(HPMA) backbone were tested. It was shown that the
polymer-adjuvant conjugates changed their morphology
with increasing adjuvant density from random coils
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(1-4 mol% of TLR-7/8a) to sub-micron-sized particles
(8-10 mol% of TLR-7/8a) approximately 700 nm in
diameter. Probably because of the particle formation, the
production of lymph node cytokines (IP-10 and
IL-12p40) was considerably higher than with the use of
single TLR-7/8a molecules or poly(HPMA) with low
adjuvant density forming random coils. The polymer
particles were admixed with the model antigen ovalbumin
to test the CD8+ T cell response. It was substantially
higher in the case of the polymer particles (10 mol% of
TLR-7/8a) than with ovalbumin alone or poly(HPMA)
with a lower concentration of the adjuvant.
Lynn et al. (2015) also prepared an amphiphilic
diblock
copolymer
composed
of
hydrophilic
poly(HPMA) and poly(diethylene glycol methacrylate)
thermoresponsive blocks that assembles into defined
polymer particles (2,000 nm) after the attachment of
TLR-7/8a and the recombinant HIV Gag protein antigen
at body temperature. TLR-7/8a was attached to the
polymer by covalent bonds and HIV Gag protein through
coil-coil interaction (Pechar et al. 2014). Co-delivery of
the antigen and adjuvant significantly enhanced T cell
and antibody responses. This method could be favorable
for any type of peptide antigens.
A polymer similar to HPMA in the context of its
biocompatibility and hydrophilicity is poly(glycerol
monomethacrylate) (PGMMA). Polymers of PGMMA of
various molecular weights (5,300-9,700 g/mol) were
synthesized via controlled radical polymerization (atom
transfer radical polymerization) (Ragupathy et al. 2014).
The hydroxyl groups of the polymer were acylated with
acryloyl chloride to introduce double bonds and
afterwards reacted with thiomanose via Michael-type
addition. The thiomanose activates the complement
system and is recognized by mannose receptors on APC.
The alkyne end groups of the polymer originating from
the initiator propargyl 2-bromoisobutyrate were reacted
with azide groups of a fluorophore via Cu catalyzed click
reaction. The conjugates passed cytotoxicity tests and
underwent in vitro tests of TNFα cytokine expression by
bone marrow-derived dendritic cells. The polymerthiomannose conjugate with 40 mol% of thiomannose
elicited a higher TNFα response than the conjugate with
24 mol% of thiomannose. The conjugates were compared
with a commercially available mannan that induced an
almost three times higher cytokine response. The authors
suggest the universal utilization of the PGMMA carrier
for different antigens, but the production process
comprises many steps, and the antigens have to contain
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a thiol group.
Scott et al. (2012) prepared an interesting
antigen delivery system based on poly(ethylene glycol)block-poly(propylene sulfide) polymersomes (Scott et al.
2012). The living polymerization of hydrophobic
propylene sulfide was initiated with benzyl mercaptan.
Afterwards, the sulfide end group of the polymer chain
reacted with mesylated poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). The
weight fraction of PEG was 0.28 %. Polymersomes,
spherical particles with hydrophilic cavity were loaded
with ovalbumin (antigen) or gardiquimod or TLR7/8
agonist resiquimod (adjuvants). The block copolymer
formed a thin film and was rehydrated in PBS solution of
ovalbumin or gardiquimod or resiquimod. The antigen
loading was 5 µg/mg of polymersome. The antigen was
released in 72 h in the presence of hydrogen peroxide.
Ovalbumine loaded polymersomes induced approximately two times higher CD8+ T cells response (release
IFN-γ) in each proliferation cycle in vitro and
gardiquimod loaded in polymersome induced 10fold
higher production of proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and
IL-12 than free gardiquimod.

Natural polymer vaccines
Aside from the abovementioned synthetic
biocompatible polymers, natural polymers may also serve
as antigen (or adjuvant) carriers. For example, poly((R)3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), belonging to polyesters,
which can be produced synthetically or by various
bacteria as storage material, is a good candidate for
vaccine delivery. Spherical PHB beads (50-150 nm)
displaying Hepatitis C core antigen (HCc) on their
surface, produced by the genetically modified bacterium
Lactococcus lactis, were used for the preparation of
Hepatitis C vaccine (Parlane et al. 2011). Previously,
Escherichia coli (E. coli) had been used for production of
PHB beads with surface antigens derived from bacterium
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Parida et al. 2010), but in
this case, the use of Lactococcus lactis was more
advantageous because there was no need to remove
lipopolysaccharides, which are coproduced by E. coli.
The removal of lipopolysaccharides is costly and may
destroy possible surface antigens on the polymer beads.
The PHB beads displaying HCc were mixed with the oilin-water adjuvant Emulsigen, and a recombinant Hepatitis C virus (recHCc) emulsified in complete Freund´s
adjuvant (CFA) and PHB produced by E. coli were used
as controls. The production of cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-6,
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etc.) after 3 vaccinations of female C57BL/6 mice was
elevated in the case of PHB beads displaying HCc
produced by E. coli in comparison with cytokine
production after vaccination with PHB beads displaying
HCc produced by Lactococcus lactis, and the most
increased cytokine production was induced by recHCc in
CFA. Unfortunately, CFA cannot be used in humans
because of severe site reactions. Serum IgG1 and IgG2
responses towards PHB beads displaying HCc were not
significant. The authors, however, claim that the humoral
response may not be so important for vaccines against
viruses. Nevertheless, the production of PHB beads by
Lactococcus lactis or E. coli is an elegant way to prepare
antiviral vaccines.
ISCOM (immunostimulating complex) is
a broadly used adjuvant/delivery system in veterinary
vaccines and is commercially available. The matrix of
ISCOM, composed of saponin (extracted from the
Quillaja saponaria Molina tree), phospholipids, and
cholesterol, forms micelles in water that may contain
bacterial and viral proteins in their hydrophobic cavity
(Morein et al. 1984). Pandey and Dixit prepared ISCOM
micelles (44 nm) with the hepatitis B protein at a loading
efficiency of 39 %. The immunological effect of the
vaccine was compared with that of a formulation
composed of alum adsorbed on hepatitis B, administered
s.c.. Both vaccines showed a comparable result in terms
of eliciting a humoral response (antibodies IgG), but the
ISCOM vaccine generated almost three times more
released cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-2) than the alum-based
vaccine, which is a measure of T cell responses.
Moreover, the advantage of the ISCOM vaccine was in
the intranasal administration in the contrast to
subcutaneous injection of the alum-based vaccine
(Pandey et al. 2009).
Elliasson et al. (2011) combined ISCOM with
the A1 subunit from cholera toxin and a dimer of the Dfragment of Staphylococcus aureus (CTA1-DD) as the
adjuvants. Immunological tests proved that the mixture of
both adjuvants was less toxic and more potent than the
individual adjuvants administered separately. Next, they
incorporated the M2e-peptide from the influenza A virus
into the ISCOM matrix in the form of a fusion peptide
with the CTA1-DD protein. The vector elicited strong
serum anti-M2e antibodies of both IgG1 and IgG2a type,
and a strong effect was observed on specific IgA
stimulation. Mice vaccinated with controlled vaccines
without the M2e-peptide did not exhibit production of
any antibodies. Moreover, the ISCOM/CTA1-DD
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adjuvant was concurrently intranasally administered to
mice with a whole cell antigen from the influenza virus
(PR8) or a tetanus toxoid. Both vaccines elicited ten
times higher production of serum IgG antibodies than
antigens with ISCOM alone or CTA1-DD alone, and the
vaccine containing PR8 elicited approximately two times
higher production of cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-4-6) in vivo.
This type of combined adjuvant (ISCOM/CTA1-DD)
could be used as a universal base for admixing any
antigens. The storage of the vaccine is very important for
practical use, and it was shown that the vaccine could be
stored for one year at 4 °C without diminished properties
(Eliasson et al. 2011).
Chitosan is a linear polysaccharide composed of
D-glucosamine. It occurs naturally in the shells of
crustaceans and is used in many applications, e.g. water
treatment because of its high affinity for heavy metals
(Vunain et al. 2016) or for drug delivery (Agnihotri et al.
2004). Prego et al. (2010) prepared chitosan-based
nanoparticles loaded with recombinant hepatitis B surface
antigen. Particles of 160-200 nm were formed by mixing
a positively charged chitosan with the anionic crosslinker sodium tripolyphosphate and the antigen. The
antigen loading was 1.5 wt%, with 60 % recovery. An in
vitro release study (water containing thimerosal) showed
that 100 % of the antigen was released from the
nanoparticles in 14 days. The immunogenicity of the
chitosan/hepatitis B surface antigen vaccine was
compared with that of alum-adsorbed hepatitis B antigen.
The studies showed that chitosan nanoparticles induced
nine times higher IgG secretion 103 days after
an intramuscular immunization than the alum-based
vaccine. Additionally, the stability of the chitosan
nanoparticles was verified; their immunogenic properties
were not changed after storage as an aqueous suspension
in a refrigerator (4 °C) for three months or as a freezedried form (Prego et al. 2010).
A Swedish company, Viscogel AB, developed
the chitosan-based hydrogel adjuvant ViscoGel™. The
biodegradable hydrogel is 99 % water and contains 1 %
of deacetylated crosslinked chitosan, which can be
processed into defined particles. In phase I/IIa clinical
trials, the hydrogel was mixed with a registered ActHIB® influenza vaccine (Haemophilius influenzae
type B) (Neimert-Andersson et al. 2014). It was
demonstrated that the ViscoGel-based vaccine slightly
increased cellular immune responses (titers of cytokine
IFN-γ) in comparison with the Act-HIB® vaccine alone.
The evaluation of the immunostimulatory effect of the

ViscoGel adjuvant was complicated by the huge
heterogeneity of antibody titers on the day of vaccination
(day 0). In this trial, ViscoGel was not found to be able to
elicit a strong humoral immune response. However, in
comparison with aluminum-based adjuvants, the
ViscoGel proved to be safe and tolerated by the patients.
Another polysaccharide, acetylated dextran, was
used by Schully et al. (2015) for the preparation of an
anti-melioidosis vaccine. Melioidosis is an infectious
disease caused by the bacterium Burkholderia
pseudomallei. Hollow porous microparticles formed by
acetylated dextran (10,000 or 71,000 g/mol) and filled
with a whole-cell lysate of B. pseudomallei and the
resiquimod adjuvant (TLR7/8 agonist) were prepared.
Microparticles (MPs) 600 nm in diameter were loaded
with 13.4 µg/mg lysate. Laboratory mice were vaccinated
twice with vaccines containing a mixture of lysate,
dextran MPs, resiquimod, and alum and after 14 days,
were infected with a B. pseudomallei strain. The control
mice (vaccinated with PBS or empty dextran MPs) died
almost immediately (96 % at two days after the
challenge). The survival rate of mice immunized with
free lysate mixed with MPs encapsulating resiquimod and
the survival rate of mice immunized with MPs
encapsulating resiquimod in combination with MPs
encapsulating the lysate were comparable and were
substantially higher than the survival rates of mice
immunized with lysate or resiquimod separately. The IgG
titers increased after the vaccination in contrast to the
control (PBS); however, the IgG level did not depend on
the form of lysate (free or encapsulated in MPs) or the
added alum. On the other hand, the encapsulated adjuvant
in MPs mixed with lysate encapsulated in MPs induced
a higher cellular response (production of cytokines IL-4,
IL-5, IFN-γ, etc.) than free lysate mixed with resiquimod
encapsulated in MPs (with or without alum) (Schully et
al. 2015).

Non-polymer vaccines
Other than the polymer-based vaccines, nondegradable inorganic materials are also used as antigen or
adjuvant carriers. For example, gold nanoparticles
(GNPs) synthesized by Chen et al. (2010) were
conjugated with a peptide sequence from the foot-andmouth disease virus VP1 protein. The GNPs possess a
strong affinity to sulfhydryl groups, which were used for
conjugation of the peptide containing a cysteine residue
at the end of the chain. Batches of nanoparticles varied in
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size from 2-50 nm in diameter, and the loading of the
antigen was proportional to their surface area. The
immune response was monitored for ten weeks after
vaccination of the mice. The highest antibody (IgG)
response was observed with the nanoparticles containing
an attached VP1 peptide in contrast to the antigen
conjugated to a commercial toxoid keyhole limpet
hemocyanine. The gold nanoparticles themselves did not
elicit any antibody production. It was found that the
immune response was size-dependent, with an optimal
nanoparticle diameter of 8-17 nm (Chen et al. 2010). The
advantage of gold nanoparticles is their biocompatibility,
stability in solution, and ability to be prepared with
defined particle sizes.
Another example of a non-polymer nanomaterial
used in medical applications is carbon. Carbon
nanoparticles (CNs) were synthesized using silica
particles as a template and sucrose as a carbon source
(Wang et al. 2011). After carbonization at 900 °C, the
silica template was removed with hydrofluoric acid. The
CNs were monodisperse, with diameters of 470 nm, and
contained mostly 40-60 nm pores. The CNs were loaded
with 79 µg/mg particles of a model antigen, bovine serum
albumin (BSA). The antigen is “hidden” inside the pores
of the nanoparticles, which are not affected by the acidic
conditions in the gastrointestinal tract. One group of
Balb/c mice was immunized orally with the CNs loaded
with BSA, the second group was immunized orally with
BSA alone, and the third group was vaccinated
intramuscularly with BSA emulsified in CFA. The IgG
production induced by the BSA loaded in CNs and by the
BSA emulsified in CFA was comparable; however, the
IgA level in the intestinal, salivary, and vaginal secretions
was three times higher after immunization with BSA/CNs
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than after use of BSA in CFA. BSA alone elicited only
a negligible amount of antibodies. It was thus
demonstrated that carbon nanoparticles can serve as an
antigen carrier for oral vaccines and can induce both
serum (systemic) and mucosal immunity.

Conclusions
Vaccination is considered one of the ten greatest
public health achievements of the USA in the 20th
century (CDC 1999). Because of vaccination technology,
we do not have to fear fatal infectious diseases, such as
smallpox, measles, polio, diphtheria, pertussis, or
varicella, not to mention the enormous savings in
healthcare costs. Despite this, public confidence in
vaccines is hesitant (Siddiqui et al. 2013). Although
vaccines may have some adverse side effects, the
advantages of vaccination are indisputable.
Current research on immunology and vaccines is
occupied with the preparation of safer and more efficient
vaccines for infectious diseases and focuses on cancer or
Alzheimer's disease prevention. In particular, particlebased or macromolecular vaccines conjugated to potent
adjuvants are promising delivery systems.
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